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Police cop simulator. gang war

This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Try for the role of a real cop! Walk the path from cadet to captain – head of the police department! Stop and check pedestrians for illegal documents and prohibited items, as well as car drivers and traffic jammers. Organize an exciting police chase for
violators, but do not forget to perform the routine work of a simple policeman – maintaining law and order in the city. You just graduated from the police academy and you've been assigned to this town. Historically the city has several gangs, and the local police chief is trying to maintain a delicate balance, but the
problems in the gang relationship accumulate, few can forget the old injustices, the real gang war will come soon! Relationships with gangs and civilians depend on their actions, just as gangs can gain real influence in the city and crush the rest of the gangs! Develop your character and increase your rank! Like any police
officer, you have two ways - legal and illegal. It is possible to severely fine law and order breakers, then at the next inspection your work will be estimated by the administration and pending promotions as well as bonuses. And you can be more cunning and take bribes to help gangs in their dark affairs, as well as sell
evidence on the black market. Only you can decide which way to choose: correct and long or dishonest, but faster. Features of the game:- More than 40 cars from specialized to civilian- Three types of driving in pursuit of the offender- Full realism of this patrol police car - from headlights to siren- Three types of camera
while driving a car in a police chase- Selection of the appearance of the main character- Five police uniforms, as well as various sets of civilian clothing for your character!- Rows from cadet to captain- More than 18 police patrol cars from sedans to jeeps- Two ways of character development - good and evil policemanVarious devices indispensable to the police (improved tb, bulletproof vests, cameras, etc.) – A wide range of weapons, both cold and firearms: from candies and pistols to shotguns and rifles- Unique control systems for pedestrians and cars- Police call system from dispatcher (pursuit of stolen car , registration of a car
accident)) - Realistic physics of the car - car damage system, speed, fuel level control- Find out the life of the policeman from the inside: get paid, get ready for organ checks, bonuses and fines- Car tuning system (car painting / change drives / spoilers / regulation suspension) - Amazing story that is tied to the war of
gangs and police- Intelligent system of urban services: the injured are picked up by ambulance and taken to the hospital, and the detained criminals are picked up by a paddy car and taken to the hospital station- Addictive gameplay, showing all the magic of the life of an ordinary policemanYes you like the police? Do you
like the exciting police chase for intruders? He wanted to feel like a real cop and go all the way from cadet to police station captain? Then the game Police Cop Simulator. Gang war is your choice! September 10, 2020 Version 3.1.5 - Fixed bugs with missions and gadgets-Improved helicopter control- Optimizing the
game This game is one of the best games I have on my phone. I really like it. But I'm in trouble. First of all, why there are no female police officers. Also, women on the street personally think they are trying to fit the stereotypes people have on us. It's really annoying. And that if there's a little message, when someone
runs away or something and always says arrest them, maybe a girl can say it. Second problem. If I ever chased people in a car I would hit them really hard and it would say I hurt them 0%. Last and last problem. People who drive cars get into crashes the way they often do. And sometimes people get off the road and go
crazy. Thank you for reading and I hope I could help. This game is definitely the best police game I've ever come across. The amount of realism in this game is so amazing that there are no words to describe it. I promise you, if you are looking for a good police game that makes you feel yours in real life, download this
app now! I've literally downloaded every single police game and that's the only one I've held. I could write a story about how womanizing this game is from fascinating graphics to characters every move. This game is so realistic, I can't explain it. This developer is definitely the best developer out there. All I ask is when is
the new update coming out? I beat the Boris gang so now I kind of just drive around and receive calls that are the same every time. Also if I have any suggestion at all it's to add SWAT vehicles and definitely a Taser. I'd say if anything add a Taser in front of a SWAT vehicle. But besides, you guys are amazing! Keep up
the good work and I can't wait to see the new update eventually! You should be marking call a backup and have a menu for it so you can call the SWAT Highway Patrol witch's police motorcycle and city backup if you're in town and call the sheriff's backup if you're in a witch county that should advertise the county and
call a helicopter if in pursuit. They should ad a Taser and the ability to pull people in the car to run a plate in the car and an advertising speed camera to give people speeding tickets have a list of wanted ai police patrol and do police duty to add more roles such as prison guard swat city police sherif highway patrol.
Advertising firefighters have a siren box that sounds more realistic and make the hole light bar light up and must be able to turn on just and have a police car customization such as make it with a light bar or no light bar headlights internal lights flash and add other calls such as suspicious activity and have on unmarked
police cars for detectives and be able to make calls with the radio. all this is a recommendation for developers this game has great potential!!!!
developer, Oleg Andreev, did not provide Apple with details of its privacy and data handling practices. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer
will need to provide privacy details when submitting the next app update. Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Главная»Игры»Симуляторы»Police Cop Simulator. Gang war
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